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Abst rac t - -We prove that the hp finite elements for H(curl) spaces, introduced in [1], fit into a 
general de Rham diagram involving hp approximations. The corresponding interpolation operators 
generalize the not ion of hp interpolation i troduced in [2] and are different from the classical operators 
of Nedelec and Raviart-Thomas. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The so-called de Rham diagram relating standard HLconforming elements with H(curl)-con- 
forming elements of Nedelec and H(div)-conforming elements of Raviart-Thomas, is a standard 
tool in proving various properties of mixed finite element approximations; see, e.g., [3]. In particu- 
lar, Bossavit [4] was the first to notice the connection between the good behavior of edge elements 
and the commuting properties of the diagram. The de Rham diagram relates the interpolation 
operators of Nedelec and Raviart-Thomas with differential operators ~7, V ×, ~7o. Unfortunately, 
these classical definitions do not generalize to elements with variable order of approximation. In 
this paper, we introduce a sequence of finite element (FE) spaces defined on a tetrahedron, cube 
or prism, and define corresponding interpolation operators in such a way that de Rham diagram 
commutes in exactly the same way as for elements of uniform order of approximation. 
In the presentation, we restrict ourselves to purely algebraic aspects of the construction and 
delay discussion of approximation properties of the introduced operators (in terms of both h and 
p-extensions) to a future work. 
2. THE TETRAHEDRAL ELEMENT 
2.1.  Ht-Conforming Element 
Let K be the standard, master tetrahedron, 
K= {xER 3 :0<x l  < l ,  0<x l+x2<l ,  0<x l+x2+x3<l}  (2.1) 
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with faces S = Si, i = 1, . . . ,4 ,  edges e = ei, i = 1, . . . ,6 ,  and vertices a = ai, i = 1, . . . ,4 .  The 
hp finite element space of shape functions Vhp is defined as a subspace of space of polynomials of 
order p whose restrictions to element faces S reduce to polynomials of possibly lower order Ps, 
and the corresponding restrictions over edges e to polynomials of order Pe, 
We assume that 
for every face S, and 
Yhp = {q e T ~p : qls ~ pps VS, qle ~ PP~ re}.  (2.2) 
Pe < PS, (2.4) 
for every edge e and face S adjacent o edge e. In practice, these conditions are satisfied by 
implementing the minimum rule when constructing FE meshes [5,6], i.e., assigning a specific 
order to each element, and then setting the order of approximation for element sides to the 
minimum order of the corresponding adjacent elements and, similarly, setting the order for each 
edge to the minimum order over all elements adjacent to the edge. 
Let q be now a sufficiently regular function defined over tetrahedron K. The corresponding 
hp-interpolant qhp = Hhpq is now defined as a function from the finite element space Vhp that 
satisfies the following conditions: 
• qhp interpolates q at the vertex nodes, 
qhp(a) = q(a), for every vertex a, (2.5) 
• over each edge e, restriction of q--qhp is orthogonal in the H~ scalar product o polynomials 
of order Pe, vanishing at the vertices, 
l eo  0¢ de ~s (q - qhp) ~ss = 0, V¢ e P~", (2.6) 
• over e.ach side S, restriction of q--qhp is orthogonal in the Hg scalar product o polynomials 
of order Ps, vanishing along the boundary of the side, 
f sVs  (q - qhp) VsCdS = O, V¢ e p~s, (2.7) 
• over the whole element, difference q - qap is orthogonal in the H01 scalar product to 
polynomials of order p, vanishing over the element boundary, 
fKV  (q - qhp) V¢ dK = O, V¢ e ~.  (2.8) 
Determination of the interpolant can be viewed as a successive solution of approximate Dirichlet 
problems, first solved over edges, then over sides and, finally, over the whole element. In each 
of these steps, the solution from the previous step is used to implement Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. 
In practice, the hp space is represented as a span of shape functions grouped into four cate- 
gories: 
• vertex nodes, linear, shape functions, 
• mid-edge nodes shape functions that, for a particular edge e, span polynomials PP': van- 
ishing at the end-points, and vanish over all other edges, 
• mid-side nodes shape functions that, for a particular side S, span polynomials 7~ s van- 
ishing along the boundary of the side, and vanish over all other sides, 
• middle node shape functions that span polynomials P0 p vanishing over the element bound- 
ary. 
ps _< p, (2.3) 
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We refer to [5,6] and the literature therein for numerous examples of constructions of such func- 
tions. 
The hp-interpolant is then determined as a sum of four contributions, 
qhp=q~p+q~p+q~p+qhp,  (2.9) 
where 
• q~p is a linear function interpolating q at vertices a, 
• over each edge e, q~v is the Hi-projection of q - q~p onto the space of mid-edge node shape 
functions, 
• over each side S, q~v is the Hi-projection of q - q~p - q~p onto the space of mid-side node 
shape functions, 
• over the whole element, qhmp is the Hi-projection of q - q~v - q~p - q~p onto the space of 
middle node shape functions. 
It is the use of particular shape functions that makes each of the contributions q~p,...,qhp 
uniquely defined. 
REMARK 1. The described construction holds for p >_ 4. For p = 3, the middle node contribution 
is missing, for p = 2, both mid-side and middle nodes contributions vanish and, finally, for p = 1, 
the approximation reduces to the standard linear element. | 
2.2. H(cur l ) -Conforming  E lement  
The hp finite element space of shape functions Whp is defined as a subspace of space of vector- 
valued polynomials of order p such that the tangential components of their restrictions to element 
faces S reduce to polynomials of possibly lower order Ps, and the tangential components of their 
restrictions over edges e reduce to polynomials of order Pe, 
Whp = {E E :PP : n x E]s E pps VS, (Ele)t E pw Ve}. (2.1o) 
Here, n stands for the outward normal unit vector, and Et denotes the tangential component of 
field E along edge e. As previously, we assume that 
Ps ~ P, (2.11) 
for every face S, and 
Pe ~ Ps, (2.12) 
for every edge e and face S adjacent o edge e. 
Let now Vh,p+l be a FE space of scalar-valued shape functions defined in the previous ubsec- 
tion, i.e., we assume that each order of approximation p, Ps, Pe has been raised by one. It is easy 
to see that gradient operator V maps space Vh,p+l into the space Whp just defined. 1
We define now the hp-interpolation operator for space H(curl). Let E be a sufficiently regular 
rwurl~, is now defined field defined over tetrahedron K.  The corresponding hp-interpolant Ehp = "'hp 
as a function from the finite element space Why that satisfies the following conditions: 
* over each edge e, the tangential component of restriction of E -Ehp  is orthogonal in the L 2 
scalar product to polynomials of order Pe, 
fe (E - Ehp)t Cde = O, V¢ e PP~, (2.13) 
1The compatibility condition: q E Vh,p+l iff Vq E Whp was the basis for the construction of the hp element for 
Maxwell's equations introduced in [1]. 
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l over each side S, the tangential component of restriction E - Ehp satisfies the following 
orthogonality conditions: 
I curls (E - Ehp) curls+ dS = 0, Y+ E PO”“, S 
I 
(2.14) 
(E - Ehp) V&dS = 0, v4 E pops+l, 
S 
where by Pi we understand the space of vector-valued polynomials of order p whose 
tangential components vanish along the boundary dS, and the surface curls is defined as 
curlsE = n o (V x E); 
l over the whole element K, E - Ehp satisfies the following orthogonality conditions: 
s 
Vx(E-Ehp)Vx+dK=O, V# E PO”, 
K 
s 
(2.15) 
(E - Ehp) V$dK = 0, V$ E pop+l, 
K 
where, again, by POp we understand the space of vector-valued polynomials of order p 
whose tangential components vanish along the whole boundary dK. 
Similarly as in the scalar case, the determination of the interpolant can be viewed as a successive 
solution of approximate Dirichlet problems for zero-frequency Maxwell’s equations, first solved 
over edges, then over sides and, finally, over the whole element. In each of these steps, the solution 
from the previous step is used to implement he Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
REMARK 2. Problems (2.14) and (2.15) are not overdetermined. For instance, problem (2.14) is 
equivalent o 
s curls (E - Ehp) curls4 dS + J Vp4 dS = 0, Vq!sPF, S S 
J 
(2.16) 
(E - E/J VS#J dS = 0, V# E pgps+l, 
S 
where p E Pp+’ is a Lagrange multiplier. Substituting in the first equation 4 = Vq, q E Pi’+‘, 
we see quickly that multiplier p is equal to zero. Consequently, the two problems are equivalent 
to each other. I 
In practice, the hp space is represented as a span of vector-valued shape functions grouped into 
three categories: 
l mid-edge nodes shape functions whose tangential components, for a particular edge e, 
span polynomials PO”‘, and vanish over all other edges, 
l mid-side nodes shape functions that, for a particular side S, span polynomials Pp, and 
vanish over all other sides, 
l middle node shape functions that span polynomials Pi. 
We refer to [7,8] for examples of constructions of such functions. 
The hp-interpolant is then determined as a sum of three contributions, 
where 
m 
Ehp = E&, + EiP + Ehp, (2.17) 
l over each edge e, (Ei,)t is the L2-projection of Et onto the space of (tangential traces of) 
mid-edge node shape functions, 
l over each side S, E$, is the H(curl)-projection of E - Eip onto the space of mid-side node 
shape functions, with the (weak) constraint on the divergence, 
l over the whole element, E;lp is the H(curl)-projection of E - Eip - E&, onto the space of 
middle node shape functions, with the (weak) constraint on the divergence. 
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It is again the use of particular shape functions that makes each of the contributions E e E s hp' hp' 
E~ uniquely defined. 
REMARK 3. The described construction holds for p >_ 3, with middle node contributions missing 
for p = 2 and the entire approximation reducing to just the mid-edge contributions for p = 1. It is 
also possible to extend the definition to the case of p = 0 which leads to the lowest order Nedelec's 
elements of the second type [9]. The element space of shape functions is then spanned by just 
six edge shape functions whose tangential components are constant along one particular edge, 
vanish along the remaining ones, and extend linearly in between. The space does not contain 
complete linear polynomials. | 
2.3. H(d iv ) -Conforming  E lement  
Things get simpler now. The hp finite element space of shape functions Xhp is defined as a 
subspace of space of vector-valued polynomials of order p such that the normal components of 
their restrictions to element faces S reduce to polynomials of possibly lower order Ps, 
Xhp = {u e PP : n o u ls  • pps  VS}. (2.18) 
Here n stands for the outward normal unit vector, and we again assume that 
Ps _< P, (2.19) 
for every face S. 
Let now Wh,p+l be an FE space of vector-valued shape functions defined in the previous 
section, i.e., we assume that each order of approximation p, Ps, Pe has been raised by one. It is 
easy to see that curl operator Vx  maps space Wh,p-bl into the space Xhp just defined. 
We define now the hp-interpolation operator for space H(div). Let u be a sufficiently regular 
field defined over tetrahedron K. The corresponding hp-interpolant Uhp = Hdipvu is now defined 
as a function from the finite element space Xhp that satisfies the following conditions: 
• over each side S, the normal component of restriction U--Uhp satisfies the L 2 orthogonality 
condition 
sn  O (n  - -  Uhp )¢ dS = 0, V¢ E pps, (2.20) 
• over the whole element K, u - Uhp satisfies the following orthogonality conditions: 
g v o (E  - Ehp) V o ~b dS = O, Vdp e P~, 
(2.21) 
g(E  - Ehp) V × ¢ = 0, VCb e p~+l ,  
where by P~ we understand the space of vector-valued polynomials of order p whose 
normal components vanish along the boundary OK, and by p~+l we understand the 
space of vector-valued polynomials of order p + 1 whose tangential components vanish 
along the boundary OK. 
Similarly as in the previous cases, the determination of the interpolant can be viewed as a 
successive solution of approximate Dirichlet problems for zero-frequency acoustics equations, 
first solved over sides and then over the whole element. The solution from the first step is used 
to implement Dirichlet boundary conditions for the second one. 
In practice, the hp space is represented asa span of vector-valued shape functions grouped into 
two categories: 
• mid-side nodes shape functions uch that their normal components, for a particular side S, 
span polynomials pps, and vanish over all other sides, 
• middle node shape functions that span polynomials P~. 
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The hp-interpolant is then determined as a sum of two contributions, 
= + urn ,  (2 .22)  
where 
• over each side S, n o UhSp is the L2-projection of n o u onto the space of mid-side node 
shape functions, 
• over the whole element, u~np is the H(div)-projection of u - UhSp onto the space of middle 
node shape functions, with the (weak) constraint on the curl. 
It is again the use of particular shape functions that makes each of the contributions UShp, U~p 
uniquely defined. 
REMARK 4. For p -- 1, the middle node contribution is missing. Similarly, as for the H(curl)- 
conforming elements, the definition can be extended to the case p -- 0 in which case it reduces 
to the classical Raviart-Thomas element. The element space of shape functions is then the span 
of just four vector-valued shape functions, each of which has a constant normal component over 
one particular side, vanishes over the remaining ones, and extends linearly in between. | 
3. deRHAM DIAGRAM 
We recall the de Rham diagram 
H 1 v,  H(curl) vx) H(div) Vo L 2. (3.1) 
In the diagram, the range ol each of the operators coincides with the null space ol the next operator 
in the sequence, and the last map is a surjection. The diagram can be restricted to functions 
satisfying the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions 
Hi  v H0(curl) v~ H0(div) Vo L0 2. (3.2) 
Here, by H~ we understand the subspace of H 1 consisting of functions vanishing on the boundary, 
H0 (curl) contains functions whose tangential components vanish over the boundary and H0 (div) 
includes functions whose normal components vanish on the boundary and, finally, L0 2 stands for 
L2-functions with zero average. 
We have shown in the previous ection that the diagram can be defined on the discrete level 
using the hp spaces Vhp, Wh,p-1, Xh,p-2, Yh,p-3, where space Yhp simply coincides with polyno- 
mials of order p - 3. 
Yhp ~ Wh,p-1 ~Tx Xh,p_2 Vo) Yh,p-3. (3.3) 
Diagram (3.3) holds for any p >_ 3, i.e., the first space in the sequence starts with at least 
third-order polynomials. For p = 2 or p = 1, the sequence involves the zero-order spaces, 
Vh2 V Whl  Vx Xho Vo YhO=R (3.4) 
and 
Vhl v Who w Xh0 -~5 YA0 = R. (3.5) 
REMARK 5. Equivalently, we could use the notation 
Vhp v_~ Whq ~ Xhr vo Yhs, (3.6) 
where 
q = m x{p - 1, 0},  r = ma {q - 1 ,0} ,  s = ma {r - 1, 0} .  (3.7) 
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We emphasize that relations (3.7) hold for the middle, face, and the edge nodes orders of approx- 
imation, i.e., 
q = max{p-  1, 0}, qs = max {Ps - 1, 0}, qe = max {Pe - 1,0}, 
r = max{q - 1,0}, rs  = max {qs - 1,0}, 3.8 | 
s = max{r - 1, 0}. 
As at the continuous level, we can restrict ourselves to functions atisfying homogeneous bound- 
ary conditions 
g2p v o V x o W o o Wh,p- i  ' Xa,p-2 ' Y~,p-3. (3.9) 
Finally, we will need a 2D equivalent of the last diagram, 
vOp v__~ 0 vx  0 Wh,p-1  --"+ Yh,p-2" (3.10) 
Obviously, for low p, diagrams (3.9) and (3.10) may terminate with trivial spaces. 
REMARK 6. In all the diagrams, the last operators in the sequence are surjective. For instance, 
let f E L = such that f f = 0. We look for u E H0 (div) in the form of 
u = V~O. (3.11) 
It follows then that ¢ must be the solution of the Neumann problem 
¢ ~ H 1, 
(3.12) fgVCV¢dK=fgf¢dK, VCeH 1. 
Due to the fact that f has a zero average, the problem has a solution. On the discrete level, the 
proof reduces to lengthy but completely elementary calculation of the dimension of the spaces 
involved. | 
We can now formulate our main result. 
THEOREM 1. The diagram shown below commutes. | 
In diagram (3.13), the last interpolation operator, Php, completing the diagram, is simply the 
L2-projection acting from space L 2 onto the space Yhp = "PP. 
H1 ---+v H(curl) vx  H(div) vo, L2 
v 
Vh p V V X Vo Wh,p-1  ) Xh,p-2 ~ Yh,p-3 
(3.13) 
PROOF. 
STEP I. Let E = Vq  and let Ehp and qh,p+1 denote the corresponding hp-interpolants of func- 
tions E and q, respectively. We need to show that Ehp = V(qh,p+1). 
• It follows from the second step of definition of interpolation operator rlhp that 
~s (q - qh,p+l) Cde = 0, (3.14) 
for all polynomials ¢ of order p with a zero average over the edge. At the same time, for 
¢ =const, 
"~8 (q - qh,p+~) Cde  = (q - qh,p+~) ¢1~,~ = O, (3.15) 
due to the fact that qh,p+l coincides with q at the endpoint vertices vl ,  v2. 
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* We show now that n x Eh coincides with ~'sqh. We know already that Eh and Vqh 
have the same tangential components along the edges. Thus, over a side S, tangential 
component n × Eh can be represented asa sum of the tangential component of Vqh and 
a contribution E~ from the space of mid-side node shape functions PP. It follows then 
from the first orthogonality condition that the curlsEh = 0 and, therefore, the tangential 
component n × Eh must coincide with the surface gradient of a function from Vh,p+l. 
The constraint on the surface divergence coincides then exactly with the definition of 
operator IIhp and, therefore, the tangential component of Eh,p must coincide with the 
surface gradient Vsqh,p+l. 
• We proceed in the same way as in the previous tep. We already know that the tangential 
components ofEhp coincide with the gradient on the boundary. Thus, Ehp must be a sum 
of the gradient and some contribution from the span of the middle node shape functions 7~. 
The first orthogonality condition assures again that the entire field Eh must be equal to 
a gradient, and by the second condition we see that this must be precisely Vqh. 
STEP 2. Let u = V × E and let Uhp and Eh,p+ 1 denote the corresponding hp-interpolants of 
functions u and E, respectively. We need to show that Uhp - - - -  ~7 X (Eh,p+l). 
• Let un = n o (V × E) = curlsE. In order to conclude that the normal component of Uhp 
coincides with curlsEh, we need to show first the orthogonality condition 
fs  curls (E - Eh,p+l) CdS = 0 (3.16) 
for any test function ¢ from the space of polynomials of order ~ops. But given such a 
test function ¢, we can always decompose it into two parts, a constant c, and a second 
contribution ¢0 with zero average. According to diagram (3.10), function ¢0 can be 
identified then with the surface curl of a corresponding mid-side node shape function (space 
0 Wh,p+l). Condition (2.20) follows then directly from condition (2.14)1. Orthogonality 
with the constants can be proved by integrating by parts and using the edge orthogonality 
condition (2.13) 
/ curls (E - Eh,p+l)cdS = / (E - Uh,p~_l) t ¢d8 = O. (3.17) 
JS  Ja S 
• We know already that normal component of Uhp coincides with curlsEh on each side S. 
Consequently, the first orthogonality condition implies that Uhp is divergence-free and, 
therefore, must coincide with the curl of a function from Wh,p+l .  But the second orthog- 
onality condition assures that this must be V × Eh. 
STEP 3. Let q = ~7ou and let qhp and Uh,p+l denote the corresponding L2-projection of function q
and the hp-interpolant of function u, respectively. We need to show that qhp = ~7 o (Uh,p+l). 
In view of the fact that every scalar-valued polynomial with zero-average can be identified as 
the divergence of a vector-valued function with normal components vanishing on the boundary, 
compare diagram (3.9), it is sufficient o verify orthogonality condition (2.21)1 for a constant 
function. But this follows from integration by parts and the side orthogonality condition for 
interpolant Uhp , 
f v o (u -  uh,) n o (u - .h , )  eS-- 0 3181 
4. GENERAL IZAT IONS 
4.1. Hexahedra l  and Pr ismat ic  E lements  
All the presented results generalize in a straightforward manner to the hexahedral nd the 
prismatic element. For definiteness, we define here only the corresponding spaces. Denoting 
by K the master cube K = (0, 1) 3, we introduce the following spaces. 
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• The space of scalar-valued shape functions for the HLconforming approximation, consist- 
ing of polynomials from space QP = Q(pl,p2,p3), i.e., of order p~ with respect to xi such that 
1 2 their restrictions to sides S reduce to polynomials of (possible) lower order Ps = (Ps,Ps),  
and their restrictions to edges e reduce to polynomials of (possible) lower order Pe, 
Vhp = {q e QP : qls e Qv~, VS, qle E PP" Ve}. (4.1) 
As for the tetrahedral element, we request that orders p~ do not exceed the corresponding 
global orders pJ in the parallel direction, and that the edge orders Pe are not bigger than 
the corresponding orders p~ for adjacent sides in the direction of the edge. The conditions 
are easily satisfied using again the minimum rule. 
The definition of the space of vector-valued shape functions for the H(curl)-conforming 
approximation is slightly more complicated as different components come from differ- 
ent spaces (see the discussion in [7,8]). Given an order p = (pi,p2,p3), we have the 
El-component coming from space Q (pl'p2+i'p3+i), the E2-component coming from space 
Q (pl+l,p2'~3+l), and the Ea-component coming from space Q (pl+1,p2+l,p3). This corre- 
sponds to the fact that differentiation ofpolynomials of the underlying scalar space Vh,p+i 
in direction x~ lowers the order of approximation i  that direction only. Restrictions 
of tangential components of functions E to faces S reduce to polynomials from space 
1 2 1 2 Q(ps+l,ps) Q(ns,ps+i) x , and restrictions of tangential components to edges reduce to 
polynomials of order p~, 
Whp = {(El,E2, E3) E ~ (pl'p2+I'pz+I) X ~(pl"i-I'p2'pz+I) X ~(pl+I'p2+I'pz) 
1 2+1 1+1 2 ~DPe } such thatn×EseQ(Ps 'Ps  ) ×Q(ps ,ps)VS, Et[ee Ve . 
(4.2) 
We mention that the approximation generalizes Nedelec's hexahedra of the first kind [10]. 
• The definition of the H(div)-conforming element is a little bit simpler. The element space 
of shape functions Xh,  p consists of polynomials from space Q (pl+l,p2,p3) ×Q (p~,p2+I,pa) x 
Q (p~,p2'p3+I), such that the normal components of their restrictions to element faces S 
reduce to polynomials of order Ps, 
Xh, = {(Ul,U2,ua) e Q(pl+I'p2'p3) × Q(p',p2+l,p3) × Q(p',p~,p~+l) 
} such that n o us E Q(ps,ps) VS . (4.3) 
• Finally, space Yhp coincides imply with space Q(pl,p2,ps). 
The hp-interpolations operators are defined in a completely analogous way as for the tetrahedral 
element and the proof of the fact that de Rham diagram commutes i done in exactly the same 
way as for the tetrahedral element. 
Definitions of hp spaces for the prismatic element 
K = {(xl,x2,x3) : 0 < xl +x2 < 1, 0 < x3 < 1} (4.4) 
are completely analogous and we leave them to the reader. 
4.2. Curved  E lements  
All described properties generalize in the usual way to curved elements provided the transfor- 
mations are defined in a way consistent with the transformation rules for gradients, curls, and 
the divergence, comp. [7,8,11 I. If a curved element is the image of the corresponding master 
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element hrough transformation x = x(~), the corresponding spaces consist of functions defined 
as follows: 
q(x) = 
0C 
E (x) = EJ(¢) 0z j '  
^-- 0z~ 1 (4.5) 
ui(x)  = u (~)-aT-, J -  
¢(x)  = 
where x = x(~) and j -x  is the inverse Jacobian of the transformation. 
Obviously, the generalizations will work for meshes composed of such elements as well. 
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